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Technology and the 21st Century High-Performance Campus Landscape
The Foundation 1 office, 6 states
Current 2 offices. 2 countries. 17 states. 2 provinces.
What defines a 21st century campus landscape?
Landscape Layers. Campus Identity

Technology and the 21st Century High-Performance Campus Landscape

Campus Planning & Design and Education & Practice
PPN Meeting
Technology and the 21st Century High-Performance Campus Landscape
Landscape Layers . Campus Identity
Technology and the 21st Century High-Performance Campus Landscape
Landscape Layers . Connections
Landscape Layers. Natural Processes as Infrastructure
Landscape Layers . Infrastructure
Landscape Layers - Accessibility
Landscape Layers. Accessibility
How do we use Technology to Inform Decisions?
Investing in a complex design model
Evaluating Materials & Aesthetics
Evaluating Materials & Aesthetics
Evaluating Materials & Aesthetics
Virtual Tour

Technology and the 21st Century High-Performance Campus Landscape
Highly technical challenges
Use Technology to build 21st Century Campus Landscape
Complex field layout

Technology and the 21st Century High-Performance Campus Landscape
Advancement in landscape contractor sophistication
Craftsmanship at a grand scale